[Analysis of clinical characteristics and treatment outcome of atypical early stage malignant laryngeal tumor].
Objective:To observe the clinical characteristics of 22 cases of malignant laryngeal tumor manifested as smooth mass, and explore the diagnosis, pathological types and treatment of the disease.Method:Manifested as smooth mass, 22 cases diagnosed as malignant or borderline tumor by biopsy were collected to summarize the characteristics of pathology, treatment and prognosis. Result:The sex ratio was 13∶9. Eleven cases were diagnosed as malignant tumors of epithelial or mesenchymal origin, 7 cases of tumors of lymphoid hematopoietic system, 4 cases of borderline tumor.Thirteen patients received surgical treatment, and recurrence was not found in postoperative follow-up.Nine patients received radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy, 7 of them were in remission while 2 cases presented progression and metastasis of cervical lymph nodes. Conclusion:Because of lacking typical clinical manifestations in early stage,smooth mass of larynx often easily lead to misdiagnosis.If found and operated early,the prognosis can be satisfied,but the treatment outcome of lymphoma is poor.